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Mar Risk Services wins Lloyd’s approval Transfield fighting back
Jim Mulrenan

London

A company that wholesales marine-insurance risks into the London market on behalf of many independent brokers in Greece,
Norway and elsewhere has been
approved by Lloyd’s.
The approval means that Mar
Risk Services is now independently authorised to do business in
the Lloyd’s of London market and
no longer relies on an “umbrella”
relationship with the Swinglehurst broking group.
Mar Risk Services was established by Clive Freeman when he
left Willis six years ago and
places hull and other marine
business on behalf of brokers

such as Britannia of Athens and
Henschien of Bergen.
Freeman, 57, a more than 30year veteran of the marine market
who was a leading war-risks broker during the “tanker war” phase
of the Iran-Iraq conflict, has
worked for Gault Armstrong
Kemble, Chapman & Co, Nelson
Hurst and Alexander Howden
during his broking career.
Mar Risk Services, which numbers former Marsh marine chief
John Eagle as a director, will continue to use Swinglehurst to provide claims and administrative
services.
Freeman tells TradeWinds that
60% of Mar Risk Services’s business comes from Greece, al-

though the US, Mexico, South
America and other markets are
also important.
The approval by Lloyd’s draws
a line under an earlier run-in
with the regulators of the London
market. Freeman was censured
by Lloyd’s in 2001 for signing a
cover note while a director of
Chapman that grossed up a premium by $85,000.
Wholesale brokers place business in major insurance markets
on behalf of retail brokers who
have the relationship with a
shipowner or other insured. An
umbrella relationship allows a
non-Lloyd’s broker to do business
at Lloyd’s using the authorisation
of a Lloyd’s broker.

Bob Rust

Stamford

Hong Kong capesize operator
Transfield ER is rejecting allegations by Norway’s Golden Ocean
Group in a $14.3m dispute over a
capesize contract of affreightment (COA) gone sour.
Transfield suggests that Golden
Ocean affiliate Front Carriers has
only itself to blame for any losses
from the deal, which as
TradeWinds reported last week is
headed for a Paris arbitration.
The Hong Kong company
paints a picture of John Fredriksen-controlled bulker owner
Golden Ocean as something of a
waffler.
Publicity-shy Transfield said in
a statement transmitted through
lawyers: “Front Carriers committed itself to a March 2007 nomination and subsequently chose to
change its mind and to insist on a
variety of entirely different voyages. Similarly, for the final lifting, Front Carriers did not comply with the nomination process
and sought to change its instructions once Transfield had already
committed itself to the nominated voyage.”
The unnamed Transfield official added: “Front Carriers” alleged losses, if any, result from its
own refusal to perform the voyages which it had nominated and

which Transfield had taken steps
to perform.”
Transfield’s lawyer, Oliver Purcell with the Paris office of Holman Fenwick & Willan, stops
short of saying that this means
there will be any counterclaims
by his client in the Paris proceeding. “But clearly, our clients are
not satisfied with the way the
nomination process was carried
out for the last two voyages in the
COA,” he said.
Transfield suggests that they
will have no further comments as
it is not its intention to “conduct
a war of words in the press”.
“It is not unusual in the shipping world for parties to have disputes and these are usually dealt
with quietly, efficiently and effectively via arbitration without the
need for a public audience,” said
Purcell.
In legal filings in a related New
York lawsuit seeking to freeze
$14.3m in Transfield ER’s funds,
Front Carriers has claimed that
Transfield advised it that a Paris
arbitration “can be expected to
take five years to complete”. The
Norwegian company accordingly
used this figure in calculating interest for its damages claim.
Purcell expresses puzzlement
about the origin of the idea that
Paris arbitration would take that
long.

Dry orders
could smash
wet record Club aims to rally troops
TW 27 Jul 07

A massive $31.5bn
has been spent on
bulkers in the first
half of this year.
Adam Corbett

Adam Corbett

London

The value of the dry-bulk orderbook could surpass last year’s
record set by the tanker sector, according to new figures.
London broker Clarkson has
counted up how much owners
have been spending on newbuildings in each sector and has
come up with some surprising
findings.
According to Clarkson, a
whopping $31.5bn was spent on
bulkers in the first half of this
year, with the lion’s share
splashed out on capesizes. There
were 187 capesize orders placed
during the period.
A comparatively modest $23bn
was spent on tankers in the same
period of 2006, a year that went
on to see record ordering in this
sector.
Although this year’s bulker
boom has a good head start on the
extravagance of tanker ordering
in 2006, owners will still have to
dig deep if they are to match the
investment for the full year.
In the second half of 2006, another $30bn was spent on
tankers, bringing the total annual
figure up to $53bn.
However, there seems to be no
shortage of owners willing to
spend cash on more bulkers.
In July alone, TradeWinds estimates at least another 20 capesize
orders were placed at yards as
newbuilding prices came close to
$100m, adding around another
$200m to the overall investment
figure. Since then, prices have

ORDERS BOOM: Capesizes are the most popular

pushed up to more like $120m in
China and Japan and brokers say
negotiations for more orders are
ongoing.
And, since the summer, investment in the renewal of the handysize and handymax-bulker market has started to take off. This is
a sector that has grown old because it has been largely ignored
in the rush to build ships of panamax size and over. The ageing
handy fleets will require orders
for hundreds of ships if the fleetage imbalance is to be corrected.
But there may yet be some deletions from the bulker orderbook.
New yards generally start off with
bulker newbuildings to get facilities up and running. And there
have been a number of orders
placed at ambitious Chinese yard
projects still under construction
and that some analysts suggest
may never be completed.
Overall spending on newbuildings is matching the excesses of
2006, when $116.6bn was spent
on new ships of all types. In the
first half of 2007, $75.8bn was
spent on new ships.
The big question remaining is
whether yards will be able to
squeeze in any more orders. Brokers point out one tendency that
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has developed during the boom is
owners and yards are now more
prepared to accept much longer
lead times in newbuilding contracts.
Whereas in the past, both parties would hedge their risk by accepting no longer than two years
between ordering and delivery.
More recently owners have had
to wait double that time. Yards
could be ready to start selling
more available space in 2011 and
2012 after the summer break.
More orders are also likely to
pop up in Japan. Yards there are
traditionally late in reporting orders and many industry watchers
believe they have much more
tonnage on their orderbooks,
mainly for domestic clients, than
they are currently ready to confess to.
Clarkson’s figures show the total spending on newbuildings
over recent years has been staggering. The broker estimates the
current value of the orderbook at
$304bn. Research head Martin
Stopford said: “[This], to put it
into perspective, is about the
same as Greece’s gross domestic
product. Not bad for an industry
that 10 years ago thought it was
on death row.”

London

The North of England protection
and-indemnity (P&I) club is
blaming governments for increas
ing claims and wants shipowners
to help it in a co-ordinated fight
against unfair regulation.
In a rallying call to owners to
fight “ill conceived and locally
biased shipping regulation”,
North of England managing di
rector Rodney Eccleston said: “If
we start letting individual coun
tries or supra-national bodies
such as the EU [European Union]
get away with introducing politi
cally motivated, anti-shipping
legislation and practices, soci
eties global maritime delivery
system is at risk of running
aground.”
The North of England’s man
agement report states record P&I
claims are due to governments’
negative approach toward ship
ping and the “gradual replace
ment of fault-based compensa
tion with strict liability”.
Eccleston points to the EU’s
Ship Source Pollution Directive

and Third Maritime Safety Pack
age as examples of legislation
posing problems for the shipping
industry.
He wants fellow members of
the International Group of P&I
Clubs and owners to join the
North of England in co-ordinated
lobbying for change and better
legislation.
“Given our potentially consid
erable joint resources and influ
ence, the shipping industry is
more than capable of ensuring
that patently unfair regulations
and practices — and those who
promote them — are stopped for
good,” he said.
It is not the first time the EU’s
maritime legislation has been taken on. Intertanko and other mar
itime organisations including In
tercargo,
the
International
Salvage Union and Lloyds Regis
ter recently challenged the Ship
Source Pollution Directive in the
UK High Court, claiming it
clashed with existing maritime
conventions. The case has been
referred to the European Court of
Justice.

